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tlers from European metropoles. Although these points are recognized by some
of the existing literature (though see Mahoney 2010, 2015), they have not been
focused on as such.
This paper should be seen as both a follow-on to the burgeoning literature
sparked by Acemoglu and his coauthors or on related pre-colonial phenomena
(Herbst, 2000; Gennaioli and Rainer, 2006, 2007; Michalopoulos and Papaioannou, 2013; Guiso et al., 2016; Huillery, 2009, 2011; Easterly and Levine, 2016;
Banerjee and Iyer, 2005; Iyer, 2010; Dell, 2010; Acemoglu et al., 2002), and as
an explicit attempt to draw upon theoretical arguments made between the 1930s
and the 1970s. The core idea of this paper, to put it bluntly, is that early interactions between European colonizers and the indigenous population, specifically
the deaths of the latter, occasioned, directly or indirectly, by the former, have
long-term effects on economic development. Whether the deaths in question resulted from massacres or diseases brought by the colonizers, or whether certain
areas were depopulated as a result of the slave trade (spurred by the demand for
labor in various colonies), these actions had significant consequences – although
varying by type of regime – for centuries to come.
The paper is in three substantive sections. In Section I, after discussing the older
and more recent arguments referenced above, we adduce a set of claims about the
effects of colonial-era violence on institutions. The key intervening variable, we
argue, is the type of colonial regime, and we distinguish four ideal types: haciendas
and encomiendas, slave colonies, Jeffersonian farmers and modern export colonies.
In Section II, we discuss the data construction of the variables introduced in
the preceding section, notably those pertaining to colonial regimes and colonialera violence (deaths, epidemics, and enslavement during the first century after
initial contact with Europeans); to do this, we also need to integrate demographic
scholarship on population at the time of first contact. In Section III, we present
estimation results: first, we demonstrate that physical geography is the main
determinant of the share of the indigenous population eliminated; second, we
show that the type of colonial regime is determined in large part by that share;
third, we find that colonial regimes contribute to both contemporary propertyprotecting institutions and to per capita output.
I.

The Link between Early Colonial Practices, Institutions, and
Development
A.

Why institutions?

What explains the varying levels of economic development among former colonies?
Early accounts focused on the effects of religion, work ethic, national heritage of
the colonizers, or other supposed cultural features (North, 1988), yet these explanations were shown to be insufficient (Engerman and Sokoloff, 2000; Acemoglu
and Robinson, 2012), leading scholars to examine additional factors. Other work
has pointed towards geographical characteristics such as climate and natural re-
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sources as determinants of economic growth (Diamond, 1997; Sachs and Warner,
2001). These latter arguments have in turn been criticized for relying on timeinvariant traits for what are clearly time-dependent outcomes (Acemoglu et al.,
2002; Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012). More recently, work by Acemoglu and
colleagues (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; Acemoglu et al., 2014) suggest that
neither political “ignorance” nor pre-existing human capital endowments can explain the economic divergence.
As indicated above, “reversal of fortune” types of explanations have called attention to the importance of property-protecting, rent-discouraging institutions
for sustainable economic growth and development (Engerman and Sokoloff, 1997,
2000, 2005; Banerjee and Iyer, 2005; Acemoglu et al., 2002; Acemoglu and Robinson, 2019). In this regard, it is worth recalling that scholars have long noted
the importance of institutions for economic development (North, 1986; Demsetz,
1964). Aspects of institutions often discussed within the literature on comparative
development include the institutionalization of key services and the encouragement of the development and sustainability of human capital, corruption, security
of property rights, investment in public infrastructure, and capital (Glaeser et
al., 2004). The challenge, therefore, is to explain where differences in institutions
come from.
B.

Early colonial practices and institutions

In one of the earliest treatments of institutions as endogenous to economic
growth and which also evaluates the impact of colonialism, Acemoglu et al. (2001)
argue that in places where the disease environment was not favorable to European
settlement, the establishment of extractive institutions was more likely. However,
this explanation does not take into account pre-colonial political and social characteristics, features that not only helped determine the subsequent development
of institutions (along with the nature of colonial arrangements and their impact
on the local population) but which themselves could magnify or attenuate the
significance of that disease environment.
Our claim in this paper is that the number of indigenous people killed in the first
100 years of the colonial period, along with the nature of the colonial politicaleconomic regime, had strong long-term effects on property-regarding institutions,
and hence on levels of economic development today. Thus, it was neither only
Europeans’ ability to settle (Acemoglu et al., 2001) nor how large their numbers
were relative to the indigenous population (Easterly and Levine, 2016) that determined the extent to which they were able to establish institutions respectful
of private property.
How did this work? Perhaps the most classic argument has to do with “settler colonies,” positing that in countries with relatively low-density pre-encounter
populations, it was easier for the colonizers to expropriate the land of the indigenous population, become commercial (though not, at this stage, capitalist)
farmers, and establish egalitarian institutions respectful of private property which
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arguably, many steps later, led to higher income levels (Wolfe, 1999). This process could be given an extra boost if a significant percentage of the pre-encounter
indigenous population was, during the colonial period or afterward, killed by massacres and European-brought diseases, or evicted from the land in other ways.
Such killings or evictions could be facilitated if the preexisting population was
nomadic rather than organized in permanent villages. Classic examples include
the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Argentina (Wolfe, 2006; Carter and Sutch, 2012;
Tough and Dimmer, 2012; Ward, 2012). The scarcity of population resources in
these areas led to other priorities for development, such as the construction of
infrastructure and railways (the latter further accentuating pressures on the indigenous population); symbolically, in this latter era, directly the terms “public
works” and “economic development” start to be used together. 1 Early scholarship
on the subject includes Lewis (1954), Baldwin (1956), and Helleiner (1966), with
arguments later extended by Harris and Todaro (1970) and by Hansen (1979).
A southern African version of the settler-colonial argument builds on, but then
inverts, the initial assumption of low pre-encounter population density. After
force was used to establish or maintain smallholding farms, the indigenous population, confined to reserves or restricted to certain areas, could be dragooned
either by forced labor or by swingeing taxes into mines or larger-scale commercial
farming. If this happened in an era of industrialization, profits from the mines
or larger farms could be reinvested in industry, thereby helping to lead, again
some steps later, to higher income levels (Austin, 2010; Meredith, 2012). The key
contextual variable distinguishing this second settler-colonial trajectory from that
evoked in the more standard Potosı́-like “resource curse” and “reversal of fortune”
literatures (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Nunn, 2005, 2008; Sachs and Warner, 2001),
as per the effects of the Mita in Peru and the forced labor system in Mexico, is
precisely the historical era. Settler colonialism has long-term effects on growth,
but through different paths: one, more prevalent, involving massive diminution
of the indigenous population; the other involving their coerced conversion into a
mining labor force.
However, colonial-era massacres, epidemics, and land dispossession did not always result in long-term economic growth. On arguments going back as far as
Weber (1927; also see Borah 1951 and Furtado 1969), if the indigenous population at the time of colonization was dense and there were few mineral resources
which could be mined, then, in a pre-industrial era, the European conquerors
could force the population into agricultural labor. This in turn sucked resources
away from small-holding farmers and concentrated wealth and political power in
a landowning elite, a process strengthened further by the development of institutions which reinforced these inequalities and therefore impeded future rational
reallocation of capital (Cockcroft et al., 1972; Beckford, 1972; Knight, 2011).
1 Charles Mayes, “Essay on the Manufactures More Immediately Required for the Economical Development of the Resources of the Colony” [Australia], 1861; this was known as “the doctrine of development
before settlement.” The key point here is that investment is explicitly for the purpose of development.
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Nonetheless, as various scholars crudely grouped under the heading of “dependency theory” (Cardoso and Faletto, 1979; Gunder Frank, 1978) pointed out, it
would be misleading to imagine that colonial or post-colonial agriculture in much
of Latin America was feudal or noncapitalist: if plantations could be established
using either indigenous forced labor or imported chattel slaves, then plantation
owners would have an income source which would enable them to dominate national politics, whether on their own or through an alliance with local oligarchs,
thereby leading to the development of institutions which favoured plantation exports over industry. This is, per Engerman and Sokoloff (2005), what happened
in Brazil: early colonists there deemed the land suitable for growing sugar. Sugar
required plenty of slave labor, hence, in Brazil, slavery was institutionalized early
on, gradually turning the colony into a much more hierarchical society with very
different institutions to those of, say, the northern parts of the US, namely less
protection of smallholding private property. The broader argument is that the
production of lucrative crops or extraction of minerals necessitated the establishment of institutions protecting the interests of landholders or mine possessors
from those of the rest of the population, thereby leading to stratified societies
with low protection against expropriation risk later. Inequality persisted through
related institutions, such as land policy and tax systems (Adelman, 1994; Gates,
1979; Solberg, 1987; Wolf and Mintz, 1957). 2 The expectation from this line of
reasoning is that deaths below a certain level have no effect on growth: most of
the peasantry need to be killed or otherwise displaced to get a positive impact on
institutions. Analogous stories can be told about the Caribbean, about plantation agriculture in Africa, and, most famously, about the southern states in the
United States (e.g., Fogel 1974; cf. Marx’s New York Daily Tribune articles on
the U.S. Civil War and on India).
Note that both the neo-Weberian arguments and the more recent “plantation”
arguments link higher population density to the subsequent skewing of institutions in favor of a landowning elite and against various forms of industrialization.
This should not be interpreted to mean that the indigenous population still did
not suffer from overwork and epidemics (this was notoriously the case on Hispaniola, as well as in the Congo Free State), but those effects were attenuated
either through a high initial population density or through large-scale imports of
chattel slaves from Africa. Somewhat ghoulishly, it might be claimed that only if
the vast majority of the indigenous population was destroyed (something which
high preexisting population density militated against) could the settler colonial
experience have been reproduced. However, that in turn could only have occurred
if significant numbers of settlers arrived; absent that condition, massacres, epidemics, or high levels of enslavement and transfer to other continents had the
long-term effect, whether nationally or regionally, of atomizing the population,
leading to social disintegration and, for decades after, of skewed institutions pro2 Although note that the Engerman and Sokoloff argument has come under considerable criticism in
recent years as understating the general level of protection of private property (Williamson, 2010, 2015).
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tecting the elite and dampening entrepreneurship. There is evidence that this
was a direct result from colonization in Chile, Namibia, Angola, and Paraguay
(Faron, 1960; Poewe, 1985).
Our argument connecting colonial-era deaths of the indigenous population to
subsequent institutional developments and, eventually, to contemporary income
levels, is to some degree complementary to Mahoney’s (2010) “general historicalinstitutional model of colonialism,” which focuses on the interplay between the
type of colonizer, the size and structure of the indigenous population, and the
availability of resources in the colony as an explanation for varying levels of early
colonization and subsequent development. He shows that the colonizers adopted
different strategies depending on the possibilities for labor exploitation or capital
accumulation they encountered. Mercantile colonizers preferred resource-rich and
socio-politically complex colonies because this allowed them to establish themselves at the top of the societal pyramid and extract rents and resources with
relative ease. Political economy factors and the institutions of the colonial powers further modified both their settlement patterns in the colonies and the types
of institutions they established. This account adds to existing explanations by
arguing that certain places were deliberately targeted for colonization depending
on their population size and structure, as well as their mineral and agricultural
endowments. The argument provides an important piece of the puzzle of why
colonies had very different early colonial experiences. It also suggests that there
might be correlation or interaction between factors often considered separately
in the literature on the impact of colonization, such as resource endowments,
population size and structure, and the number of indigenous people killed in the
process of colonization.
In sum, the literature suggests a number of mechanisms translating colonial
practices to differences in early institutions and subsequent economic development. One mechanism links the extermination of the indigenous population to
institutions respectful of private property through the ease of settlement of the
European colonizers. Another takes into account resources and suggests that
the indigenous (or later, forcibly transferred) population in resource-rich colonies
was bound in mines and plantations, thus contributing to the establishment of
extractive institutions less protective of private property. Societal disintegration
would presumably be harder to achieve in densely populated indigenous societies
and much easier in sparsely-populated areas inhabited by nomads. Further, resource extraction requires plenty of labor and therefore was more common in
densely-populated resource-rich areas.
C.

Regimes

The above considerations can be stylized as four distinct ideal types of colonialand immediately post-colonial-era regimes. Each regime, understood as a form of
political-economic organization, results from a particular combination of economic
significance of the colony for the metropole, precolonial population density, and,
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to a lesser degree, settler mortality; that same combination also enables particular
types and degrees of violence against indigenous and other populations. These
syndromes, as we will call them, of regime type and violence type/degree conduce
to particular kinds of institutions, and hence particular growth paths, for decades
to come, in per capita income (cf. Austin 2008; Hopkins 2009).
Jeffersonian farmers

We begin with a particular version of the settler-colonialism argument, revolving
around those whom we call “Jeffersonian farmers.” 3 The idea here, abstracting
from Thomas Jefferson’s dithyrambs to agriculture, is that when the existing
population density is relatively low (though this low level is to some degree a
consequence of earlier or simultaneous waves of settler-borne diseases), when there
are no apparent riches to be made with coerced labor, and when would-be colonial
settlers find the biotope, including microorganisms, to be both habitable and
cultivable, those settlers will immigrate to the area with the intent of engaging
in family-owned subsistence farming, i.e., the bulk of their production will go to
feeding their nuclear family, with a limited portion of crops being marketed in
order to purchase good unavailable locally. It is critical that existing population
density be low so that the land is free, in both senses of the term: settlers do
not need to buy the land but simply stake a claim, and the land is free of earlier
inhabitants, who have now been killed off or simply shoved out.
The consequences of Jeffersonian settler colonists are striking. First, as implied
above, there is a significant symbiosis between the regime and violence: the establishment of new settlements and the protection of existing ones will give an
impetus to the use of violence against the indigenous population; the latter is further reduced by epidemics caused by settler-carried diseases. As to downstream
effects, over the following decades, the legal protection of farmers, combined with
their political weight and with the fact that the indigenous inhabitants have already been gotten rid of and hence do not require a large standing army, conduce
to the structuring of institutions that protect contracts and private property, promote widespread infrastructural development, and facilitate labor mobility. These
institutions then lead to a virtuous circle of increasing per capita income.
It should be noted that the settler-colonist regime, as the others we discuss below, was neither eternal nor coextensive with the territory of the entire country.
The United States, for example, was characterized by Jeffersonian-style settler
colonialism in the northern colonies, as well as frontier regions of the southern
ones; after independence, and the invention of the cotton gin, westward expansion involved both Jeffersonian farms and large, export-oriented plantations. In
addition, even settler-colonialist regions in the U.S. arguably began to change,
as farmers moved increasingly to producing crops primarily for market and, of
3 We here do not specify the “southern African” variant, partly because there are only a handful of
such cases, and partly because, as specified above, the labor used in the mines was to a significant degree
produced from Jeffersonian-style land-clearing operations complementary to individual farm homesteads.
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course, migrated to cities. In spite of these geographical and temporal restrictions, at the national leveled and for centuries (e.g., in the U.S., both before and
after the Civil War), both the institutions established and the policies carried out
toward the indigenous population reflected Jeffersonian-style settler colonialism. 4
Haciendas and encomiendas

A second colonial-era regime also was organized in the first instance around
agricultural production which was, to a great degree, commercial (though not
export-oriented) but not capitalist. Although haciendas and encomiendas differed to some degree, notably in the time period (encomiendas immediately after
conquest, haciendas later and for a considerably longer time period; encomiendas
with formal grants of labor access), both involved Europeans or other conquerors
inserting themselves into pre-existing social structures; using indigenous labor,
typically on an unpaid basis, to produce a variety of crops for local and regional markets; and exhibiting an abiding concern with maintaining family status
(Van Young 2006, Introduction; Lockhart 1969; Keith 1971). 5
In order for this regime to operate, the population density of the regions had to
be higher than for Jeffersonian farmers, thus permitting sufficient labor supplies
while also enabling the indigenous population to continue feeding itself. The potential riches to be made with indigenous labor made it worthwhile for newcomers
to grab onto that labor; in addition, although there were not massive waves of
European immigrants aiming to become hacendados (land was differentially allocated, with those of high status getting the lion’s share), the local biotope was
sufficiently nonaversive to permit continued immigration.
The effects of the hacienda and encomienda regime were every bit as noteworthy
as those of Jeffersonian farmers. To begin with, the regime was integrally linked
to an ongoing type and degree of violence: both the establishment of encomiendas in the first phase and the maintenance of haciendas in the second, relied to
a significant degree on violence against the indigenous population: not only the
decades of initial conquest in the central regions and the extended campaigns in
the periphery, but putting down the rebellions that broke out from time to time
(Katz, 1988; Gabbert, 2012). More importantly, haciendas could only function
because they were able to coerce labor on a long-term basis, even if this coercion
did not involve swords or guns being used on a daily basis, and even if, in later
years, there were some wages paid; the episodic rural rebellions that punctuated
the colonial era attest to the coercion. As to effects, the influence of hacendados
and violence on the growth-relevant institutions of the colonial government (and,
subsequently, of the early independence era) was on the whole negative: because
4 In future work, we will explore the possibility of subdividing countries into regions and historical
eras.
5 We add the point on non-European conquerors to cover cases such as Ethiopia, where, starting in
the later 19th century, expansion into non-Amharic areas under Yohannes and, later, Menelik coincided
with a series of repulsed invasions (Egypt and Italy, notably).
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the colonial government was dominated both by metropole-appointed administrators and the Church, for neither of whom was efficiency or openness to new
enterprises a concern; because property laws, though protective to some degree of
haciendas, largely were marked by other criteria, notably a paternalistic concern
with the indigenous population and a preference for limiting labor mobility (to
help the haciendas, and out of paternalism); and because the state’s focus on
labor, the hacendados’ on status, and the relative failure to update legal codes
and judicial procedures led to a severe underdevelopment of the mortgage market
(notably Coatsworth 2006; see also Florescano 1984, but cf. Faguet et al. 2017).
Note, as with the settler-colonist regime, that the encomienda-hacienda one,
too, was mixed in certain geographical areas with others. For example, Mexico
had mining operations and, later, sugar plantations, whereas Guatemala had
large-scale indigo exports (Smith, 1959). Nonetheless, because the structuring
of national-level institutions was principally responsive to groups connected with
haciendas, property-related laws primarily reflected the interests of those groups
both prior to formal independence and for decades thereafter.
Slave colonies

The third colonial-era regime involves, integrally, chattel slavery. We have in
mind the way in which drastic reductions in the pre-contact population are tied
to slavery, with the latter either being used to supply a labor force as a way
of making up for their dead indigenous predecessors, or as itself a cause of the
reductions.
The ideal-typical cases of slave colonies were the sugar plantation islands in
the Caribbean. Upon arriving, Europeans enslaved the indigenous population
and set it to work producing sugar, in that era and for centuries thereafter a
highly lucrative export crop. However, for various reasons (overwork, diseases,
warfare and punitive raids, social disintegration), the indigenous slaves soon died
and were replaced by slaves drawn primarily from West Africa, thereby creating
one of the legs of the canonical “triangular trade.” But in fact, slave economies
did not need to revolve around sugar in particular or agriculture in general: they
also were characteristic of mines, such as the gold mines of Colombia (worked by
African slaves) or the famous Potosı́ complex in Bolivia (labor furnished by both
compulsion applied to the indigenous community, the mita, and, after they died,
other African slaves).
Both the maintenance of the slave economy and the violence associated with it
depended on the same three factors as for the first two regimes. When the population density was either low initially or, because of the death toll, subsequently,
imported slaves were the only way to keep mines and plantations functioning. The
high costs of continued slave imports made enterprises based on those imports
feasible only when the potential riches from those enterprises were high. And the
relatively low numbers of owners and European-born engineers needed for these
operations meant that even moderately rebarbative biotopes were not a deterrent
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to necessary immigration.
The symbiotic nature of the slave colony regime and its characteristic levels and
types of violence are striking. The regime was not only based on a high initial
number of deaths but of continued high mortality, something facilitated by the
slave trade, at least in the mining sector. More generally, and especially in the
early years of slave labor enterprises, the combination of the high death toll and
the availability of slaves conduced to the establishment of additional plantations
(this is what happened in Angola, which was in fact the single largest source of
exported slaves).
Beyond the death toll, though, the slave colony regime had profound and longterm effects on institutions. The export significance of plantations and mines, as
well as the near-absence of the indigenous population in the areas surrounding
those enterprises, meant that infrastructure spending (for example, “enclave”style transportation links) and property laws were oriented around them; meanwhile, the absolute reliance of plantations and mines on slave labor meant that
control of that labor was massively privileged over labor mobility. Even after
formal independence, these institutional effects persisted (Tandeter, 2006; Dell,
2010; Bethell and Murilho de Carvalho, 1985; Bakewell, 1984; Schwartz, 1984;
Nunn, 2008; Engerman and Sokoloff, 2002; Bottero and Wallace, 2013).
Of course, as with the first two regimes, in none of the slave colonies was
slavery the sole political-economic mode of organization. Peru, for example, had
haciendas supplying mines; and even though slave enterprises such as sugar and
gold mining dominated Brazil, there were also zones in which enterprises akin to
haciendas, and in some cases, even Jefferson-style family farms, were prevalent.
Moreover, there were other overlaps: in the early days of the Spanish colonies, the
encomienda was used to supply both haciendas, on the one hand, and mines and
plantations, on the other (Faron, 1966; Lane, 2000; Metcalf, 2005; Ferry, 1981).
Nonetheless, even more than in the other regimes, the dominance of slave-derived
institutions persisted well past the colonial era.
Modern export colonies

The fourth colonial-era regime is at the same time the most recent and the
most heterogeneous. Although colonists in earlier regimes certainly exported the
goods they produced, this focus was either secondary (Jeffersonian farmers and
haciendas/encomiendas) or operating in a very different context (slave colonies),
one in which slavery was legal and population density low (see the discussion
of regimes in section II.B). Modern export colonies, ranging from the regions
ruled by the East India Company and its VOC counterpart, through Algeria in
the 1830s, the “new imperialism” scramble for Africa in the later 19th and early
20th centuries, and the associated picking up of colonies in Asia around the same
time, had export enterprises of various sizes as their leading sector (Elson 1992;
Wrigley 1986; Vanthemsche 2012, ch. 4; Issawi 1982, ch. 2; Chaudhuri 1983),
with indigenous labor in those enterprises provided by various forms of indirect
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coercion, such as salt taxes and the establishment of native reserves (Fibaek and
Green, 2019; Houben and Seibert, 2013). Rebellions against both foreign rule
and coerced labor were met with harsh repression; indigenous populations were,
as their counterparts in the other regimes, also particularly likely to suffer from
famines and epidemics (Arnold, 1986; Nguyen-Marshall, 2005).
Both the modern export colony regime and the type and degree of violence
associated with it were made possible by a particular combination of the same
three factors referred to above. High population density made it possible for
both individual and larger enterprises to have a guaranteed labor supply even
as it also made coercion a rational policy tool (van Zanden, 2010; Bose, 1993).
On the other hand, the relatively lower value, to the metropole, of exports from
these colonies in the era of “new imperialism” meant that there was a ceiling
to the level of coercion the colonists could count on from the home country;
and this, combined with the limited number of European settlers, even in cases
with the least aversive biotopes, meant that the vast majority of modern export
colonies lasted well under a century. (Note, though, that colonies which attracted
somewhat larger numbers of settlers tended to resist independence movements in
a considerably more bloody fashion.)
As this account makes clear, the symbiosis between regime and type/degree
of violence is clear. What is less apparent, at least at first blush, are the institutional consequences of that pairing. The vast majority of modern export
colonies were established when economic liberalism had become dominant in Europe, with property-protective institutions in the colonies modeled after those in
the metropole (Lev, 1985; Washbrook, 1981). The regime, established around
both large and small exporters, included such protections as a matter of course,
although, as one might expect, the protections thinned out in zones exclusively
settled by the indigenous population, especially when those areas were the loci
of anti-colonial rebellions. On the other hand, the relatively small number of
Europeans (Keitenbrouwer 1986; Marshall 1987, ch. 4; Bayly 1988, chs. 2-3) –
even in areas where they had settled in some density – meant that they were
relatively easy to expropriate, if not downright expel, within several decades of
independence; this determination was increased by the pre-independence level of
anti-indigenous violence.
Finally, and unlike the other three regimes, modern export colonies were notably less heterogeneous in terms of the political-economic mode of organization.
Of course, colonies which were large in both geographical and population terms
displayed considerable variation. Nonetheless, by the time most modern export
colonies had come into existence, Jeffersonian farmers were a dying species; and of
course slavery had been abolished. Certain areas could and were marked by forms
of organization akin to haciendas, but even then, the survivability of large, inefficient landed enterprises had become increasingly aleatory. For this reason, even
more than in colonies marked by one of the other three types of regime, in colonies
organized around modern exports, that form of political-economic organization
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was dominant over other forms.
II.

Data

Data were collected or constructed for a sample of 61 countries (Appendix B),
with the sampling frame being the Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) list
of 64 former (European) colonies. We reduced the list by three, eliminating Hong
Kong (not an independent country), Singapore (almost no indigenous population
at first contact), and Ethiopia (only a colony for a brief period of time). 6 A
complete listing of data series used in estimation is in Appendix A; here we
discuss data construction for the variables used in the verbal theory.
A.

Antecedent variables

We argued above that both the nature of the colonial regime as well as the degree and type of violence used against the indigenous population depend on three
pre-existing conditions: the economic significance of the colony for the metropole,
precolonial population density, and, to a lesser degree, settler mortality. The third
of these has been measured by Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) and so
we mention it only briefly below. The first two conditions, however, are somewhat
more complicated, as we discuss below.
Date of first contact

In theory, the economic significance of the colony for the metropole could be
determined by looking at measures such as exports or remittances. On the verbal
theory laid out above, though, economic significance is a matter of perception
by elites, which has to do with their assessment of actual and potential riches
from settlements and investments. As an indirect measure of that perception, as
well as of a second factor referred to above, namely attitudes toward either the
widespread use of slaves for production in those particular locations or significant
export of slaves from those locations, we therefore take the date of first contact,
i.e., the moment at which Europeans began, through their physical presence, to
change a significant proportion of the indigenous population’s relationship to the
land.7 In general, the earlier the date of first contact, the greater the perception
of actual and potential riches and the more likely that the use of slaves will be
considered as acceptable (see below, section II.B for a discussion of the latter
perception’s relevance for regime type).
6 We also created an additional predecessor for South Africa, namely Cape Colony, to take account
of the different regime northeast of the Orange River post-1820. Omitting this case, however, does not
appreciably change the estimation results.
7 There were three modalities of this change: overlordship (for example, issuing orders), force (for
example, massacres), and transmission (for example, disease carriers). Our concern with colonialism
leads us to insist on physical presence: even if Europeans provoked important changes as buyers of
commodities, whether human, agricultural, or otherwise, the political effects of the latter are quite
different than that of the former.
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Date of first contact (Appendix B; see also Figure 4 (b)) is not hard to find
from various country or regional histories. However, the problem is that there
are often several candidate dates, for example, first landfall by Europeans, or
initial European settlement, or granting of a colonial charter, or the launching of
a military campaign. Normally, we used the earliest of those dates, except in cases
where it violated the formal definition in the preceding paragraph and for which
we used instead a later event, usually colonial regime establishment, as the date
of first contact. For example, we coded from initial physical presence in countries
where it led to significant epidemics among the indigenous population in numerous
Western Hemisphere countries; or, as in Angola or Nicaragua, from when it took
the form of a large-scale slave export operation that significantly depopulated the
hinterland; but on the other hand, we used a later date in numerous places in
Africa and Asia, where the early establishment of trading entrepôts or occasional
visits by Europeans did not result in changing a significant proportion of the
indigenous population’s relationship to the land for centuries (e.g., in Senegal, or
Algeria, or Bangladesh, or Indonesia).
Population density at first contact

The type of colonial regime established and the degree and type of violence
against the indigenous population depend on population density at the moment
of first contact. To determine the population part of this ratio, when the contact
in question may have occurred half a millennium ago, when a head count of some
sort may not have occurred for many decades, if not centuries, after that contact,
and when large numbers of people may have died in the intervening years, is not
a trivial matter. Thus, although general compendia (notably that of McEvedy
and Jones, 1978, with interpolations by Klein Goldewijk et al., 2017, Suppl. A;
see also Livi-Bacci, 2017; Maddison, 2006) are a useful starting point, we altered
those estimates (Appendix B; see also Figure 4 (c)) based on subsequent historical
demographic studies for a number of countries, notably those in Latin America
and the Caribbean and, to a somewhat lesser degree, in Africa. 8 Population
8 For Latin America and the Caribbean, the pioneering work of Borah and Cook (1960; 1963; 1971),
using methods drawn from earth sciences, archeology, ethnography, tributary lists, and comparative
analyses of well-documented epidemics, has been followed up by literally hundreds of scholars over the
past half-century; although there are still divergences in estimates, the range of those estimates is much
closer to Borah and Cook than to their one prominent critic (Rosenblat, 1967). (The dismissal by
McEvedy and Jones 1978, 292 is somewhat less than convincing: a vague reference to “other parts of
the world at comparable levels” and an unargued – and incorrect – claim about the “improbability” of
“a catastrophic decline” in population.) We have therefore used Denevan’s (1992) overview and siftingthrough of the post-Borah and Cook literature, as well as numerous other sources – a number of them
more recent – for individual countries.
As regards Africa, there has been a comparable deepening in scholarship (see, for example, Manning
2014), even though both the numbers of researchers and some of the data sources at their disposal are
considerably more limited than for the Western Hemisphere. Our principal source was, for the majority
of African countries, the recent estimates by Frankema and Jerven (2014); in cases where first contact
occurred earlier, we relied on a variety of sources.
Using these more recent estimates has the effect of raising significantly (by 85% on average) the
population numbers of our sample (92% of countries have higher populations at first contact than the
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density at first contact (Appendix B) is calculated with respect to cropland plus
grazing land (Figure 4 (d)), drawn from Klein Goldewijk et al. (2017, Suppl. A). 9
Other antecedent variables

On the verbal arguments above, settler mortality may play a role in determining
both the type of colonial regime and the degree and type of violence against the
indigenous population. We therefore take settler mortality data from Acemoglu et
al. (2001; see also their 2012 response to Albouy 2012). 10 In addition, to capture
temperate climates (claimed to conduce to Jeffersonian-type colonial regimes),
we use the normalized absolute latitude of the capital city (originally from La
Porta et al. 1999).11 Finally, as we will argue below, terrain ruggedness, i.e.,
“small-scale terrain irregularities” theoretically affording protection from raiders,
also affects the degree and type of violence against the indigenous population; we
take this series from Nunn and Puga (2012).
B.

Principal causal variables

Share of the indigenous population killed or removed by enslavement
(SIPE)

The diminution of the indigenous population is one of the important features of
colonialism, both as a consequence of the above-mentioned antecedent conditions
and as a causal factor in colonial and post-colonial institutions, and in subsequent
per capita growth. As one measure of that diminution, we construct estimates
of the share of the indigenous population killed or otherwise removed from the
country (henceforth SIPE, where the final “E” denotes “eliminated”) during the
first 100 years of European colonization, calculating this share on the basis of
the number of people from the indigenous population killed a) by massacres; b)
in battles; c) by European-borne diseases (cf. Easterly and Levine, 2016) or d)
after the establishment of a colonial regime, by localized (non-global) epidemics
where treatment, or at least food, could have been provided; e) by famines under
colonial rule (cf. Sen, 1983); or else f) displaced from the country via enslavement
corresponding AJR figures for 1500) as compared to a straight read-out cum transcription of McEvedy
and Jones (1978); see Figure B1 in Appendix B. It also results in considerably higher death tolls for most
Western Hemisphere countries than earlier generations of scholarship would have suggested.
9 By contrast, arable land is referenced by Acemoglu et al. (2002), although their estimation results
seem instead to be based on a measure which is closer to total land area. Arguably, a land figure
greater than arable land makes sense, given that in a number of countries, a significant percentage of the
indigenous population was nomadic.
10 It should be noted that for Western Hemisphere countries, settler mortality data date from between
150 to 300 years after first contact, i.e., between after and very much after the data on indigenous deaths
presented below.
11 To capture, indirectly, export potential, we sometimes include a dummy variable for landlocked
status (originally from Parker 1997), although it is often collinear with colonial regime and is therefore
dropped.
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during the first century after first contact, as a fraction of the population at first
contact.12
Although it may seem that SIPE should be easier to estimate than population,
in fact, for most of the six sets of causes listed above, this is not the case. The
one exception is displacement due to enslavement which, given shipping and auction records (cf. Nunn 2008), is somewhat easier to calculate (though assigning a
country of origin to persons manacled onto ships at a particular port is not evident: Manning 2013). But for most types of death, standard compendia, whether
of diseases (e.g., Kohn, 2008) or, as a way to get at battle deaths and massacres,
of wars (e.g., Sarkees and Wayman, 2010), are of only limited utility, as they often
do not contain even numerical ranges for particular events, an omission due to
colonial regimes’ lack of interest (to put it mildly) in the number of indigenous
deaths.13 This lack of interest even applies to relatively recent epidemics and
famines (for example, before, during, and after the 1931 famine in Niger, the
hardest-hit region was not visited by a single colonial administrator: Fuglestad
1974, 26). Thus, in numerous cases, we have had to construct figures from a
variety of country-specific sources, choosing among conflicting estimates on the
basis of concordant and more recent information, and being aware that for many
countries, the numbers we have will significantly undercount the actual dead.
Appendix B presents, for each country in our sample, our estimates, with
sources, of persons killed or displaced from the country. We group these into
three categories: massacres/battles, epidemics/famines, and enslavement; however, since even these categories overlap to a great degree (famines and epidemics
can contribute to each other, for example; counterinsurgency campaigns often
aimed at, or resulted in, widespread hunger), we have sometimes combined those
categories further, marking NA when we either have evidence of the overlap but
are unable to distinguish between two or three categories, or when, as often occurred, contemporaneous counts did not take place. It should be noted that
estimates of persons deported as slaves are for transatlantic or intra-Western
Hemisphere routes only, given our interest in European colonialism. Note further
that, under the first two categories, we have listed some of the more important
events (wars, uprisings, epidemics, famines), with dates; but these should be considered as illustrative, not exhaustive. The final SIPE-related figure presented in
Appendix B is the total number of deaths, over the 100 years after first contact,
divided by the population at first contact. Comparing Table 1 and Figure 5 (c)
on this variable (share of the indigenous population eliminated) indicates that a
significant number of former colonies – mostly in Africa and Asia (see Figure 4
12 In principle, we would create an index with both the number of deaths and the specific role of
colonists in causing those deaths (e.g., overwork vs. deliberate starvation), but this latter is difficult to
ascertain at the level of the colony as a whole. Note as well that causes d) and e) above are, on a Sen-like
argument, included on the grounds that a colonial administration could, even in a context of drought or
of pre-modern medicine, have diminished considerably the death toll among the indigenous population.
13 This may be the reason that Easterly and Levine (2016, 232) treat “indigenous mortality due to
the spread of European diseases during the initial stages of European exploration” as a dummy variable
separating the countries in the New World and Oceania from everyone else.
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(a)) – have a small SIPE score, even though the sheer number of persons killed
or displaced in some of those countries was considerable, ranging as high as 25
million.
Regime type

The other important feature of colonialism focused on in this paper, both as a
consequence of economic significance and density, and as a cause of institutions
and, indirectly, of growth, is the nature of the colonial regime. Here, as indicated
in section I.C, our concern is with the dominant mode of political-economic organization, with that mode capturing both a particular export orientation and a
favored form of labor control, this latter being a function both of prevailing laws
and norms, as well as of population density. Using our reading of export orientation and labor control from country and regional colonial histories, we therefore
classified countries in the sample into one of the four regime types.
Date of
first contact
Pre-1750

Post-1750

Modern export
colonies

Chattel slavery
acceptable
Low population
density

High population
density

Slave
colonies

Haciendas and
encomiendas

Jeffersonian
farmers

Figure 1. “Choice” of colonial regime.

We then checked that classification using the antecedent conditions mentioned
above as an after-the-fact pseudo-choice among options. Figure 1 presents this as
akin to a decision tree, with the principal question being whether or not the date
of first contact is after 1750 (that date, as per our argument above, partitions the
sample into colonies which were established before or after slavery was seen as
being on the way out,14 and also into colonies which were or were not anticipated
14 Though

of course forms of labor coercion were, as mentioned above, routinely resorted to in modern
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to be of major economic significance for the metropole). This hives off modern
export colonies from the other three regimes. Regarding the latter, the next
question is whether chattel slavery, even if still legal, was accepted in the areas
of principal economic activity: an answer of no separates Jeffersonian farmers
from the other two. The final question is then whether the indigenous population
density is high: if not, then slavery is the only way of making significant profits;
but if the answer is yes, then haciendas and encomiendas are a rational regime
to institute. This “tree” method gives results concordant with the first way of
classifying; see Appendix B for a complete listing for all former colonies in our
sample.
Figure 2 provides a map of the 61 ex-colonies, classified by colonial regime.

Figure 2. Colonial regimes in 61 ex-colonies.

Although both these classifications of regimes were based on our reading of histories, simple descriptive statistics lend additional support. For example, comparexport colonies (as they were in haciendas and encomiendas). Nonetheless, it was recognized by all that
these forms of coercion were quite different from slavery; to a lesser degree, those forms also tended to
diminish, particularly in the decades leading up to independence.
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ing the histograms of year of first contact and population density at first contact
displayed in Figures 3 (a) and (b), clearly shows separation between the different
types of regimes, with the former distinguishing cleanly between modern export
colonies from the other three regimes, and the latter showing an additional distinction between slave colonies, haciendas/encomiendas, and Jeffersonian farmers.

Figure 3. (a) Year of first contact, (b) log population per square kilometer of crop and
grazing land at first contact, (c) log population at first contact and (d) log cropland and
grazing land at first contact, by colonial regime.

C.

Downstream consequences

Our argument in section I.C was that the combination of regime type and
degree/type of violence against the indigenous population led to the development
of institutions which protected property rights on a scale ranging from extensively
to barely. Those institutions were developed during the colonial era, although
they may well have been modified on one or more occasions after independence.
Duehto the near-impossibility of collecting and categorizing hundreds of years of
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legal codes for 61 countries, not to mention making judgments about court rulings,
property-respecting institutions have therefore been measured by the Acemoglu
et al. (2001) convention of using average protection of expropriation risk from
1985-95 (from Knack and Keefer 1997). 15
As regards the downstream consequences of property protection, the comparative development literature has focused most on GDP per capita. Once more, we
adopt this focus, using, as do Acemoglu et al. (2001), those data, for 1995, from
the World Bank’s World Development Indicators.

Figure 4. Choropleth maps of (a) share of the indigenous population eliminated within the
first 100 years of first contact, (b) date of first contact, (c) log population at first contact,
(d) log cropland and grazing land at first contact.

15 Both the empirical accuracy of long-term continuity claims about property-protecting institutions
and the theoretical basis for those claims are topics on which we are currently working.
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Figure 5. (a) Log GDP per capita in 1995, (b) average protection against expropriation risk,
(c) share of the indigenous population eliminated within 100 years of first contact, (d) log
settler mortality, (e) ruggedness of terrain and (f) absolute value of latitude, by colonial
regime.
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Descriptive statistics

Basic descriptive statistics for the variables discussed above, disaggregated by
colonial regime, are presented in Table 1. For estimation reasons discussed below,
we display both population density at first contact as well as the two components
of that ratio. As adumbrated above, the SIPE variable has an extremely broad
range, with some colonies having no discernible fraction of the indigenous population killed or removed by enslavement, whereas in other cases, as much as 90% of
that population was dead or sent away as slaves within a century of first contact.

Figure 6. Year of first contact versus log population per square kilometer of cropland and
grazing land at first contact, by colonial regime, with 70% confidence ellipses.
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Table 1—Descriptive statistics, by colonial regime. 61 countries: 33 modern export colonies,
8 haciendas and encomiendas, 8 Jeffersonian farmers, 12 slave colonies.

Variable

Colonial regime

Mean

Std.

Min

Max

GDP per capita in 1995

Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all
Modern export colonies
Haciendas and encomiendas
Jeffersonian farmers
Slave colonies
all

2531
4828
14855
4866
4908
6.128
6.114
8.366
6.313
6.456
0.048
0.854
0.693
0.758
0.378
1851
1504
1602
1513
1706
9.569
3.174
0.828
1.874
6.070
109533
16350
4389
12643
64463
197
401
2853
20575
4581
0.731
1.557
0.996
1.037
0.934
5.221
4.414
3.358
4.562
4.741
0.157
0.139
0.397
0.147
0.184
0.121
0.000
0.125
0.083
0.098

2608
2576
7972
2643
5422
1.276
1.044
1.481
1.190
1.441
0.094
0.084
0.180
0.251
0.391
43
9
124
39
170.431
31.714
5.683
1.170
2.623
23.593
156270
34386
4439
20772
125250
414
361
7566
56264
25526
0.601
0.540
0.845
0.707
0.692
1.314
0.279
1.003
0.547
1.227
0.119
0.068
0.126
0.069
0.133
0.331
0.000
0.354
0.289
0.300

520
1890
3669
1270
520
3.500
5.000
6.386
3.727
3.500
0.000
0.721
0.445
0.251
0.000
1751
1492
1516
1492
1492
0.100
0.400
0.024
0.040
0.024
185
627
9.269
0.793
0.793
7.768
82.008
18.663
43.632
7.768
0.147
0.634
0.143
0.055
0.055
2.741
4.263
2.146
3.471
2.146
0.000
0.022
0.256
0.044
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

12419
8700
27329
10780
27329
8.273
7.500
10.000
7.909
10.000
0.500
0.975
0.920
1.000
1.000
1900
1520
1814
1617
1900
184.200
17.174
3.590
9.000
184.200
695934
101191
12555
59994
695934
2279
1195
21578
193282
193282
2.413
2.150
2.481
2.362
2.481
7.986
5.096
4.358
5.635
7.986
0.394
0.256
0.667
0.268
0.667
1.000
0.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Ave. prot. ag. exprop. risk

Share of indigenous pop. elim.

Year of 1st contact

Population at 1st contact

Crop/graz. land at 1st cont.

Pop. density at 1st contact

Ruggedness of terrain

Log settler mortality

Absolute value of latitude

Landlocked
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Of greater interest than the descriptive statistics are simple histograms which
highlight differences between regimes. Above, we discussed two such distributions
(Figures 3 (a) and (b)), in which histograms of log population density and year of
first contact were differentiated by regime type; analogous distributions covering
GDP per capita, property protection, SIPE, and settler mortality can be seen
in Figures 5 (a)–(d). Regime differentiation further can be seen in Figure 6,
which shows the relationship between year of first contact and population density
at first contact. In general, the later colonies were established, the more thinly
populated they were, but the nature of that relationship varies considerably by
regime type. Not surprisingly, regimes also sort into those with low or relatively
limited SIPE – respectively, modern export colonies and haciendas/encomiendas
– and those with higher numbers of people killed: Jeffersonian farmers. Slave
colonies, by contrast, are distributed across almost the entire range of SIPE. The
relationship between colonial regime and SIPE will, of course, be examined more
closely below, while controlling for other covariates.
III.

Estimation results

We specify, and test, the verbal theory laid out in section I.C using the data
described in sections II.A–II.C. To start, we study the determinants of SIPE.
The SIPE equation then allows us to study the determinants of colonial regimes
while endogenizing SIPE. We next estimate a system of equations that model
the “downstream” consequences (property-protecting institutions and per capita
income), in which colonial regimes are allowed to affect both and are, in turn, endogenized using the predicted probabilities from our modeling of the determinants
of colonial regimes.
A.

Death and taxes: determinants of SIPE and colonial regimes

In section I.C, we argued, in effect, that SIPE both conduced to the establishment of particular types of colonial regimes and in turn was affected by them.
And indeed, as we saw in 3.4 above, the two variables are strongly linked. For estimation purposes, however, since in numerous cases regimes took a considerable
while to emerge, with that emergence depending nontrivially on an initial wave of
deaths, we have treated SIPE as prior to regimes. Thus, we begin with estimates
of SIPE, with regimes not entering as predictors. Instead, we have focused on
two principal antecedent variables and three additional ones: population at first
contact and land at first contact, on the one hand, and the absolute value of
latitude, settler mortality, and terrain ruggedness, on the other.
Table 2 presents these results. As can be seen in column (1), population density
at first contact has a positive effect on SIPE; but this is due much more to the
amount of land available for fleeing from Europeans than to the numbers of people
able or unable to flee, as shown in column (2) where the two constituent elements
of population density enter separately: a 1% increase in the amount of cropland
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Table 2—Determinants of the share of the indigenous population eliminated during the first
century following first contact. Standard errors in parentheses. 61 observations. Tobit
estimation accounts for upper and lower bounds. Fractional logit uses a quasi-binomial link
function.

OLS

Tobit

Fractional
logit

(2)

(3)

(4)

−0.454
(0.371)
−0.086
(0.042)
0.155
(0.065)

0.008
(0.037)
−0.071
(0.023)
−0.580
(0.360)
−0.082
(0.041)
0.173
(0.063)

0.011
(0.036)
−0.074
(0.023)
−0.589∗
(0.350)
−0.088
(0.040)
0.166
(0.062)

0.089
(0.199)
−0.405
(0.139)
−3.773
(2.002)
−0.587
(0.252)
0.901
(0.330)

0.363

0.423

(1)
Log pop. dens. at 1st cont.

0.077
(0.023)

Log pop. at 1st contact
Log land at 1st contact
Abs. value of latitude
Log settler mortality
Ruggedness of terrain
R2
Log Likelihood

−15.103

and grazing land at first contact is associated with a 7.1% decrease in the share
of the indigenous population that is eliminated. Arguably, this sheer amount of
space outweighs terrain ruggedness, perhaps because in highly rugged terrain,
Europeans were more likely to establish settlements (towns, garrisons) which
proved lethal to the indigenous population. The results are not driven by either
the bunching of SIPE around zero or the fractional nature of the variable: In
column (3) we move to a tobit specification (with both upper and lower bounds),
whereas in column (4) we estimate using the fractional logit estimator (Papke
and Wooldridge, 1996): results are qualitatively unchanged.
One noteworthy thing about Table 2 is the coefficient associated with settler
mortality. It is negative in all four specifications, suggesting that as biotopes
proved deadlier to Europeans, the indigenous population of those regions thrived.
However, since the regimes with highest SIPE scores were in the Western Hemisphere, and because the settler mortality data for those regimes date for the most
part to many years after first contact, we cannot be sure if what we are seeing
is an artifact of timing: first the indigenous population of New World colonies is
eliminated, then, many decades later, European settlers are able to arrive and
not succumb to disease in these areas.

Resid. from frac. logit

Settler mortality

Abs. value of latitude

Log land at 1st contact

Log pop. at 1st contact

Year of 1st contact

Share ind. pop. elim.

168.384
(0.102)
−0.166
(0.055)
−18.777
(0.454)
8.656
(0.617)
−58.337
(0.035)
16.386
(0.605)

Haciendas and
encomiendas
161.123
(0.012)
−0.146
(0.055)
−27.973
(0.720)
13.497
(1.175)
190.738
(0.001)
−4.100
(0.023)

Jeffersonian
farmers

Colonial regime

162.621
(0.104)
−0.180
(0.055)
−19.035
(0.457)
8.477
(0.612)
−57.759
(0.035)
17.105
(0.606)

Slave
colonies
90.067
(0.113)
−0.109
(0.017)
−13.033
(0.556)
5.625
(0.724)
−32.016
(0.036)
12.072
(0.686)
−2.297
(0.121)

Haciendas and
encomiendas

42.723
(0.025)
−0.082
(0.018)
−19.142
(0.891)
6.442
(1.375)
95.725
(0.006)
4.046
(0.015)
43.359
(0.032)

Jeffersonian
farmers

Colonial regime

78.630
(0.129)
−0.092
(0.017)
−13.972
(0.564)
4.762
(0.721)
−32.334
(0.034)
11.926
(0.688)
15.244
(0.104)

Slave
colonies

is controlled for by including the residual from the fractional logit specification reported in the last column of Table 2.

be exogenous. The last three columns present the model in which the endogeneity of the share of the indigenous population eliminated

errors in parentheses. The first three columns present the model in which the share of the indigenous population eliminated is assumed to

Table 3—Multinomial logit estimates of the determinants of the colonial regime. Base category is modern export colonies. Standard
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We turn now to the determinants of the colonial regime, which we model in a
multinomial logit (MNL) framework. SIPE is hypothesized to be a key determinant here, as the process of killing/enslavement-depopulation, and its effects on
the available labor force and the use of land, should have clear and unambiguous
effects on the nature of the colonial regime. The first three columns of Table 3
shows these effects for each of the three earlier types of regimes as compared to
modern export colonies, effects which are equally evident when, as per our verbal
theory, SIPE is endogenized: this is done in the last three columns of Table 3 in
which we control for the endogeneity of SIPE through inclusion of the residuals
from the fractional logit specification of column (4) of Table 2. 16 Identification is
thus achieved through the exclusion of ruggedness as a covariate, because while
it plausibly affects deaths of the indigenous population, there is no reason for it
to affect regime type.
In addition, as we discussed in II.B above, a similar effect should be, and is, seen
regarding the date of first contact: the earlier that contact, the more likely the
colonial regime is to be one of Jeffersonian farmers, or haciendas/encomiendas,
or a slave colony. Note, as indicated in the beginning of this section, that date of
first contact does not in itself conduce to eliminating the indigenous population,
as those deaths, many of them of course due to epidemics, are independent of
any time-varying vector such as military technology (consider that the genocide
in Rwanda was carried out primarily by individuals armed with machetes) or
transportation infrastructure.
The other covariates reported in Table 3 not only operate through SIPE, but
also affect regime type directly. Those effects are consistently statistically significant: the two components of population density at first contact (again, the
density ratio washes out), the absolute value of latitude (note the opposite sign for
Jeffersonian farmers, which is to be expected from geographical arguments), and
log settler mortality (this last indicating, unsurprisingly, that higher levels make
it less likely that the regime in question will be a modern export colony, though
again the dating lags for the Western Hemisphere mean that we should be wary
about interpreting settlers as explicitly choosing a regime in that hemisphere).
Since the raw coefficients from a MNL are, generally speaking, uninformative as
to even the direction of the marginal effects on the probability of a given outcome
obtaining, plots of the effects on the probability of each colonial regime obtaining
are reported in the various panels of Figure 7. 17
The indigenous deaths and date of first contact variables depicted in the first
two images (Figures 7 (a) and (b)) effectively partition the cases into modern
export colonies, on the one hand, and haciendas/encomiendas and slave colonies,
16 On correcting for endogeneity in non-linear models such as MNL using residuals from a first-stage
reduced form, see Terza et al. (2008), Petrin and Train (2010), and Wooldridge (2015). Results are
almost identical when we use the residuals from any of the three other columns of Table 2. The null
of exogeneity of SIPE is strongly rejected in that all three coefficients associated with the residuals are
estimated very precisely.
17 Recall, for an elementary MNL model such as this one with K explanatory variables (indexed by
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Figure 7. Probability of each colonial regime as a function of the share of the indigenous
population eliminated during the first century following first contact, the year of first
contact, log population at first contact, log cropping and grazing land at first contact,
absolute value of latitude, and settler mortality. Based on the multinomial logit parameter
estimates reported in the last three columns of Table 3 in which the share of the indigenous
population eliminated is allowed to be endogenous.

on the other. Note that as SIPE increases, the probability of the regime being
a modern export colony monotonically declines, the probability of the regime
being organized around haciendas/encomiendas monotonically increases, and the
probability of being a slave colony first increases, then declines. The population,
k = 1, ..., K) and four choices (indexed by j or h = 1, 2, 3, 4), that the marginal effects are given by:


h=4
P
βhk exp{βh0 + x1 βh1 + ... + xK βhK } 

∂ Pr[y = j|x1 , ..., xK ]


h=1
= Pr[y = j|x1 , ..., xK ] βjk −
,
h=4


∂xk
P
exp{βh0 + x1 βh1 + ... + xK βhK }
1+
h=1

j = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, ..., K; see, e.g. any standard textbook such as Wooldridge (2001), pp. 497-8. Figure
7 “stacks” the predicted probabilities of each regime, as a function of the value of a given covariate.
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land, and latitude variables depicted in the next three images (Figures 7 (c)–(e))
divide the cases primarily into Jeffersonian farmers and modern export colonies
(in a few cases, slave colonies as well). By contrast, settler mortality (Figure 7
(f)) primarily differentiates slave colonies from modern export colonies, with a
smattering of haciendas/encomiendas. In other words, most of the heavy lifting
in sorting the colonies is done by SIPE and the date of first contact; settler
mortality comes into play primarily (and not surprisingly, given its geographical
distribution) in conducing to modern export colonies. On the other hand, lumping
together indigenous and settler deaths, there is no doubt that killing off particular
groups of people is of vital importance in helping the emergence of particular types
of colonial regimes.
B.

Downstream consequences: determinants of property protection and growth

The story so far is that geography and settler mortality affect the death and/or
enslavement-depopulation of the indigenous population, with those deaths, along
with the date of first contact, the size of the population, geographical factors, and
settler mortality affecting in turn the nature of the colonial regime. We now turn
to the downstream consequences of the colonial regime, namely, property protection and per capita output. As indicated at the start of this section, we model the
downstream consequences as a system of equations (estimated by GMM), with the
hypothesized immediately upstream variable, i.e., colonial regimes, instrumented
using the predicted probabilities (Wooldridge, 2015) derived from the multinomial
logit estimates reported in the last three columns of Table 3. 18 As suggested in
Young (2019), we provide both conventional (clustered at the SIPE level) standard errors and BCa (Efron, 1987) bootstrapped confidence intervals for our IV
results.19 As reported at the bottom of Table 4, Hausman (1978) specification
tests fail to reject any of our models at conventional levels of confidence.

18 We explored other multinomial choice models as a basis for instrumentation. These included the
Kosmidis and Firth (2009, 2011) maximum penalized likelihood estimator that uses the “Poisson trick”
that reduces mean bias, the Kenne Pagui et al. (2017) median bias reduction MNL estimator and the
MCMC multinomial probit estimator of Imai and van Dyk (2005). We also considered restricted choice
sets in which either the Slave colonies regime is not available for countries with a post-1750 date of first
contact, or both the Slave colonies and Haciendas and encomiendas regimes are not available to countries
with a post-1750 date of first contact. While some of the determinants of colonial regimes are sensitive
to the estimator or choice set adopted, the GMM results of Table 4 are not; moreover, SIPE is always a
statistically significant determinant of the colonial regime.
19 Note that spatial correlation issues are not present in the AJR dataset, as shown by Kelly (2019),
and as we verified.

Hausman test 2SLS vs 3SLS: χ2 (df)
p−value

Slave colonies

Jeffersonian farmers

Haciendas and encomiendas

Abs. val. of latitude

Ave prot. ag. exprop. risk

Log GDP per capita in 1995

Abs. val. of latitude

Settler mortality

Slave colonies

Jeffersonian farmers

Haciendas and encomiendas

Average prot. ag. exprop. risk

10.839 (9)
[0.286]

0.829
(0.179)
[0.591, 2.062]
−0.135
(1.174)
[-6.282, 1.416]

0.530
(0.340)
[-0.316, 1.296]
1.346
(0.487)
[0.577, 2.385]
0.618
(0.284)
[−0.196, 1.177]
−0.447
(0.132)
[-0.667, -0.140]
0.809
(1.604)
[-1.751, 4.285]

(1)

13.552 (9)
[0.139]

0.766
(0.159)
[0.542, 1.466]
0.157
(1.073)
[-3.570, 1.849]

0.170
(0.551)
[-2.039, 1.208]
1.437
(0.528)
[0.646, 2.331]
0.802
(0.402)
[-0.008, 3.437]
−0.480
(0.143)
[-0.777, -0.209]
0.458
(1.656)
[-3.210, 4.179]

(2)

(3)

0.000 (12)
[0.999]

0.912
(0.283)
[0.473, 3.713]
0.334
(1.213)
[-11.186, 2.666]
0.872
(0.345)
[-0.337, 1.677]
−0.169
(0.663)
[-3.644, 1.474]
0.687
(0.300)
[-1.024, 1.440]

−0.341
(0.493)
[-1.102, 0.601]
1.400
(0.609)
[0.544, 2.643]
-0.084
(0.419)
[-0.926, 0.773]
−0.412
(0.160)
[-0.691, 0.038]
0.300
(1.614)
[-2.993, 3.935]

derived from the MNL estimates reported in the last three columns of Table 3.

0.000 (12)
[0.999]

0.887
(0.272)
[-1.902, 3.105]
0.427
(1.195)
[-8.577, 3.694]
1.286
(0.496)
[0.301, 4.162]
-0.134
(0.651)
[-3.468, 1.208]
0.418
(0.397)
[-1.536, 1.269]

−1.008
(0.696)
[-3.833, 0.204]
1.402
(0.631)
[0.384, 2.791]
0.338
(0.527)
[-0.570, 1.364]
−0.428
(0.166)
[-0.768, -0.009]
0.165
(1.674)
[-3.673, 3.565]

(4)

1.280 (8)
[0.995]

1.461
(0.486)
[0.832, 3.493]

0.898
(0.137)
[0.739, 1.441]

−1.236
(0.643)
[−4.741, −0.089]
1.340
(0.372)
[0.686, 2.053]
0.791
(0.282)
[0.161, 1.692]
−0.448
(0.105)
[−0.652, −0.240]

(5)

the instrument set is therefore constituted by absolute value of latitude, log settler mortality and the three predicted probabilities

value of latitude and log settler mortality. In columns (2), (4) and (5), the colonial regime dummies are allowed to be endogenous and

and (3) the three colonial regime dummies are allowed to be exogenous and the instrument set is therefore constituted by absolute

assumed exogenous in both equations in all columns, whereas average protection against is always assumed endogenous. In columns (1)

intervals within square brackets. 61 observations. All systems of equations are estimated by 3SLS-GMM. Absolute value of latitude is

Table 4—Colonial regimes, institutions, and per capita income. Standard errors in parentheses, bootstrapped 95% BCa confidence
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As can be seen from Table 4, apart from the (expected, given the “reversal of
fortune” literature) negative effect of settler mortality, the three regimes which are
not modern export colonies (compared to that latter) all, as per our verbal theory,
have significant effects on the average protection against expropriation risk (AVEXPR). Jeffersonian farmer regimes, of course, are predicted to conduce to such
protection; but slave colonies do as well, perhaps because the property-protecting
interests of private plantation and mine owners producing for the market overrode their presumed lack of concern with the interests of other economic actors.
Conversely, haciendas and encomiendas have a negative effect on economic institutions, something very much in line with the Latin American-related literature
discussed earlier in the paper. Considering the most parsimonious specification
reported in column (5), this means that if by some magic a modern export colony
were to become a hacienda/encomienda regime, average protection against expropriation risk would decline by 1.24 (1.24 ÷ 1.44 ≈ 0.86 standard deviations);
if, by contrast, the modern export colony were to become a regime of Jeffersonian farmers or a slave colony, it would increase by 1.39 and 0.81, respectively.
Beyond these specifics, Table 4 is striking because it illustrates how protection
against expropriation in the late 20th century is influenced not only by settler
mortality (with the data on the latter applying mostly to the 19th century) but
by colonial regimes set up literally centuries earlier. Logically, this kind of action
at a distance implies either that there is a considerable degree of continuity in
the latter, or that AVEXPR itself was highly stable over long periods of time, or
that a third, mediating factor laid the groundwork for the 20th century AVEXPR
results. The first of these possibilities is untenable, since both chattel slavery
and Jeffersonian farmers had largely ceased to exist by the later 19th century,
and since the combination of the Great Depression and assorted rural revolutions put an end to most haciendas and encomiendas. The second alternative
is possible but cannot be assessed for its accuracy, since the AVEXPR data do
not extend back before the 1970s and the coding rules are opaque (cf. Davis
et al., eds (2012)). The third alternative, which we find intriguing, is that, as
Cardoso and Faletto (1979, ch. 3) argue, the end of colonial rule brought with it
power distributions that facilitated, or impeded, winner-take-all forms of politics,
with clear consequences for (non)protection of losers’ property. But whatever the
causal mechanism, colonial regimes have a significant effect, many years later, on
property-regarding institutions.
Let us turn now to the final downstream consequence: GDP per capita. Here,
a principal determinant is AVEXPR (very much in line with the “reversal of fortune” literature); but on estimating the equations as a system, it turns out that
one of the types of colonial regimes is also significant, namely haciendas/encomiendas
(again, as compared with modern export colonies). We would speculate that
when Latin American countries moved away from haciendas and encomiendas
in the 19th and early 20th centuries, that change, over and above the effects of
property-protecting institutions, may have resulted in the transformation of large
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swathes of land into profit-seeking agricultural enterprises, which independently
boosted per capita output both directly and through various spillover effects. This
happened, for example, in the Porfirian era in Mexico (Womack 1968, chs. 1–2;
Hart 2005, ch. 7) and in Central America (Brockett 2018, ch. 2; Weaver 2018,
ch. 3). Both this possibility, as well as the institutional determinants possibilities
discussed above, bear closer scrutiny in future research.
Note, in passing, that even though neither we nor the original AJR (2001)
paper are claiming that colonial-era deaths have any kind of direct effect on
GDP per capita (the action at a distance caveat applies, in spades), the indirect
consequences of those deaths are nonetheless both striking and significant. Figure
8 depicts those consequences, on a purely bivariate basis, for both SIPE and settler
mortality, illustrating that the famous dictum about capital coming into the world
“dripping from head to foot from every pore with blood and dirt” (Marx, 1867,
790) may, as regards European colonialism, be a straightforward description.
In short, we have a long-term, 4-step process at work: geographical factors
conduce to large-scale deaths and other forms of depopulation of the indigenous
population; those deaths and depopulation help to enable particular types of colonial regimes; the regimes, quite a bit later, lead to the establishment of propertyprotecting institutions; and the institutions boost per capita income. Settler
mortality plays a role in the second and third steps in this process, but, as per
the above quotation, is part of a much larger, more political and, we daresay,
more bloody historical sequence.

Figure 8. Share of the indigenous population eliminated within 100 years of first contact and log settler mortality, versus log GDP per

grey.

capita in 1995, by colonial regime, with 70% confidence ellipses. Blue line is a non-parametric smooth, with 95% confidence interval in
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Conclusion

The results presented above indicate clearly that the colonial past matters for
contemporary development. In particular, we have seen, the nature of the colonial regime is of considerable significance for property-regarding institutions established decades, if not centuries, later. Given the well-established effect of
those institutions on GDP per capita, the nature of the colonial regime thus has
consequences that echo for many years.
But colonial regimes are not the start of the story. The type of regime established depends critically on the depopulation of the indigenous population for the
first century following contact with Europeans. That depopulation, whether due
to slaves being exported, massacres, or epidemics, had consequences on regime
type, consequences both greater in magnitude and more consistent across regimes
than other colonial-era phenomena, notably the oft-discussed settler mortality
variable.
Beyond these findings, our work highlights that there is still a need for careful
and nuanced data construction. For example, in Section 3, we discussed population estimates, noting that standard compendia were unsatisfactory by not
taking into account important progress by historical demographers on estimates
for Latin America and Africa. Those estimates paint a very different picture
of pre-European encounter population, as well as of the death toll consequent on
that encounter. To some degree, the advances are due not only to more systematic
analysis of vital statistics, but also to better integration of archeological evidence
and geospatial mapping, something which holds as well for even variables such as
arable land.
A related issue concerns aggregation. It is well known that country estimates
are misleading, especially for big countries. We mentioned this point above when
it came to the United States, which, prior to 1865, contained both slave plantations and Jeffersonian farmers (not to mention haciendas in the Spanish-controlled
Southwest). Although, as we argued, it is not unreasonable to weight the latter
more than the former in assigning a regime type to the U.S., it would obviously
be better if we could develop sub-national measures of key variables. This would
avoid certain heroic assumptions about aggregation. By the same token, data
construction, and hence estimation, could also usefully be disaggregated by historical period. For example, some colonies arguably changed regime type: for
example, after the Spaniards arrived, some areas began as encomiendas, added
slave labor to the mix, then, after emancipation, shifted back, in this case to
haciendas. In other cases, death tolls extended over well more than a century,
waxing and waning in intensity as settlements, soldiers, and smallpox made their
way inland.
Beyond these specific issues, there is one particular variable that deserves further attention, both from a conceptual and a theoretical point of view. We have
in mind the institutions variable, which is supposed to be an indicator of how
well countries protect private property. This concept is, in practice, measured by
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experts supplying ratings of the risk of “outright confiscation” or “forced nationalization,” actions which are of only partial significance to landowners or small
business holders faced with challenges as varied as foreign competition or labor
force desertion. However, this validity problem is less vexing than the cognate
lack of a clear theoretical mechanism relating AVEXPR between 1985 and 1995
to the nature of the colonial regime at the height of the colonial era, for example
in 1750 or even earlier. One such mechanism, for example, could be a configuration of political power that made significant changes in the legal code highly
uncommon; another mechanism would be lock-in (e.g., QWERTY, or redlining)
processes, in which an initial range of conditions was then drastically reduced; a
third mechanism might be something akin to ecological niche formation, in which
initial adaptation leads to alterations in the environment (for example, haciendaprotecting laws in the 1830s might result in obstacles to import of both goods
and capital, which in turn means that there was less pressure to adapt to such
imports later in the century).
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Appendix A: Data descriptions and sources

• Log GDP per capita, 1995. See section II.C. Purchasing Power Parity
Basis, from Acemoglu et al. (2001). Originally from the World Bank,
World Development Indicators.
• Average protection against expropriation risk, 1985-1995. See section II.C.
Risk of expropriation of private foreign investment by government, from 0
to 10, where a higher score means less risk. Mean value for all years from
1985 to 1995. These data are from Acemoglu et al. (2001). Originally used
in Knack and Keefer (1997).
• Year of first contact. See section II.A and Appendix B.

• Population at first contact. See section II.A, including for general sources,
and Appendix B.
• Population density at first contact. See section II.A and Appendix B.

• Share of indigenous population killed or removed by enslavement during
the 100 years after first contact. See section II.B, including for general
sources, as well as Clodfelter (2017),Small and Singer (1982), Eckhardt
(1987), OnWar.com (2020), and Appendix B.
• Regime type. See section II.B and Appendix B.

• Dummy for landlocked. Equal to 1 if country does not adjoin the sea. From
Acemoglu et al. (2001). Originally from Parker (1997).
• Latitude. See section II.A. Absolute value of the latitude of the country
(i.e., a measure of distance from the equator), scaled to take values between
0 and 1, where 0 is the equator. From Acemoglu et al. (2001). Originally
from La Porta et al. (1999).
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• Terrain ruggedness. “Small-scale terrain irregularities” based on squared
differences in elevation. See section II.A. From Nunn and Puga (2012).
• Log European settler mortality. See section II.A. From Acemoglu et al.
(2001).
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Appendix B: Year of first contact, population at first contact,
deaths by type and/or enslavement removal from country during
first century after first contact, regime type and country sources
if used20
Algeria

First contact 1830; population first contact 2.800 million; massacres/battles
681,500 (French conquest); epidemics/famines NA; enslavement removal
NA; SIPE .243; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Bennoune (2002), Kiernan (2007).
Angola

First contact 1576; population first contact 2.073 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines NA; enslavement removal 520,832; SIPE .251; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Disney (2009, 70-83).
Argentina

First contact 1573; population first contact 0.888 million; massacres/battles
+ epidemics/famines 476,678 (Spanish conquest); enslavement/removal NA;
SIPE .537; regime type Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Pyle (1992),
Rock (1987, tbl. 1).
Australia

First contact 1788; population first contact 0.250 million; massacres/battles
53,654 (frontier wars); epidemics/famines 106,346 (1788-89 smallpox, 187576 scarlet fever, 1880 measles, 1881-82 smallpox); enslavement removal 0;
SIPE .825; regime type Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Diamond
(1992), University of Newcastle (n.d.), Evans and Ørsted-Jensen (2014).
20 Note: when population or deaths/removal estimates are missing for particular years, interpolation
or extrapolation from nearest and most reliable “bookend” or “anchor” figures is used; when modern-day
countries are limited to one, or spread across several, historical regions, figures pertaining to the latter
are reduced by the ratio of the former’s population or, conversely, added, adjusting again by population
ratios.
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Bahamas

First contact 1492; population first contact 0.040 million; massacres/battles
0; epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 40,000; SIPE 1.000; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Albury (1975, ch. 4).
Bangladesh

First contact 1757; population first contact 17.130 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 1,035,000 (1769-70 famine/smallpox, 1817-21 cholera);
enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .060; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Arnold (1986, 1993), McLane (1993, ch. 10), Harrison
(2020).
Bolivia

First contact 1500; population first contact 1.712 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 906,380; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .529; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Zulawski (1994, ch. 3).
Brazil

First contact 1500; population first contact 4.000 million; massacres/battles
1,000,000 (colonial conquest); epidemics/famines 2,000,000 (1555-62 smallpox); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .750; regime type: slave colony; country
sources: Marcı́lio (1984), Newson (1996), Denevan (2003), Tavares et al.
(2019).
Burkina Faso

First contact 1896; population first contact 2.200 million; massacres/battles
30,000 (1915-17 Volta-Bani War); epidemics/famines 24,118 (1922 relapsing
fever, 1939 meningitis); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .025; regime type:
modern export colony; country sources: Vennes (2018).
Cameroon

First contact 1868; population first contact 2.520 million; massacres/battles
17,100 (1955-60 [independence] Bamileke War); epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .007; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Terretta (2013, 178-9).
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Canada

First contact 1564; population first contact 0.200 million; massacres/battles
80,000 (wars with Iroquois); epidemics/famines 9,070 (1634-40 measles, influenza, scarlet fever, smallpox); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .445; regime
type: Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Richter (1983).
Chile

First contact 1530; population first contact 1.000 million; massacres/battles
580,000 (1546-1630 [end of first century] Arauco War); epidemics/famines
NA; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .580; regime type: Jeffersonian farmers;
country sources: Zapater (1997).
Colombia

First contact 1500; population first contact 3.500 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 2,948,750 (multiple outbreaks of smallpox, measles,
typhus, unidentified); enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .843; regime type:
slave colony; country sources: Villamarı́n and Villamarı́n (2003).
Congo (Brazzaville)

First contact 1880; population first contact 0.519 million; massacres/battles
27,000 (1921-34 Congo-Ocean railway [overwork], 1928-30 Kongo-Wara War);
epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .052; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Sautter (1967), Nzabakomada-Yakoma
(1986).
Congo (Kinshasa)

First contact 1885; population first contact 9.726 million; massacres/battles
4,863,000; epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .500; regime
type: modern export colony; country sources: Hochschild (1998), Vansina
(2010), Vanthemsche (2012), Stanard (2014).
Costa Rica

First contact 1502; population first contact 0.400 million; massacres/battles
390,000 (conquest); epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal NA; SIPE
.975; regime type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources: Molina and
Palmer (2007).
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Côte d’Ivoire

First contact 1883; population first contact 1.540 million; massacres/battles
20,000 (Baule rebellions); epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 0;
SIPE .013; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Weiskel
(1980).
Dominican Republic

First contact 1492; population first contact 0.739 million; massacres/battles
665,500 (overwork/mines); epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal NA;
SIPE .900; regime type: slave colony; country sources: Pons (1988, ch. 2).
Ecuador

First contact 1500; population first contact 1.615 million; massacres/battles
1,361,428 (conquest, forced labor); epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal
NA; SIPE .843; regime type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources:
Newson (1995, 2003).
Egypt

First contact 1799; population first contact 3.500 million; massacres/battles
1,500 (1799 Damanhur massacre); epidemics/famines 92,000 (1834-35 plague,
1882-86 diphtheria, 1883 cholera); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .027; regime
type modern export colony; country sources: Herold (1962).
El Salvador

First contact 1520; population first contact 0.750 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 690,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE 0.920; regime
type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources: Fowler (1988).
Gabon

First contact 1862; population first contact 0.200 million; massacres/battles
100 [undercount] (1903 Mitsogo, 1928-29 Awandji revolt); epidemics/famines
0; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .001; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Yates (2017).
Gambia

First contact 1889; population first contact .154 million; massacres/battles
0; epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .000; regime type:
modern export colony.
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Ghana

First contact 1874; population first contact 1.300 million; massacres/battles
5,700 (1873-74 Third Anglo-Ashanti War, 1900 War of the Golden Stool,
1906-27 overwork mines); epidemics/diseases 16,624 (1906, 1945-49 meningitis, 1908, 1924 plague, 1926 yellow fever, 1926 relapsing fever, 1942-44 tuberculosis, 1945-47 yellow fever); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .017; regime
type: modern export colony; country sources: Thomas (1973), Greenwood
(2006).
Guatemala

First contact 1517; population first contact 2.000 million; massacres/battles
1,780,000; epidemics/diseases NA; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .890; regime
type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources: Jones (2000), Lovell
(2000).
Guinea

First contact 1882; population first contact 1.495 million; massacres/battles
150 (1896 Battle of Porédaka); epidemics/diseases 51,278 (1921 relapsing
fever, 1926-58 [independence] smallpox) ; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE
.035; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: McGowan (1981).

Guyana

First contact 1617; population first contact 0.100 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/diseases 33,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .333; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Daly (1974, chs. 2-5).
Haiti

First contact 1492; population first contact 0.261 million; massacres/battles
234,900 (overwork/mines); epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal 0;
SIPE .900; regime type: slave colony; country sources: Pons (1988, ch. 2).
Honduras

First contact 1502; population first contact 0.800 million; massacres/battles
700,000; epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .875; regime
type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources: Newson (1986).
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India

First contact 1751; population first contact 184.200 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 25,000,000 (1769-70 famine/smallpox, 1791-92 famine,
1817-21 cholera, 1833 famine/cholera, 1837-38 famine); enslavement/removal
0; SIPE .136; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Arnold
(1986, 1993), McLane (1993, chap. 10), Grove (2007), Harrison (2020).
Indonesia

First contact 1753; population first contact 10.600 million; massacres/battles
200,000 (1825-30 Java War); epidemics/famines 165,000 (1821 cholera, 184344 famine, 1849-50 famine); enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .034; regime
type modern export colony; country sources: Fernando (2010), Fasseur
(1992, 71).
Jamaica

First contact 1492; population first contact 0.060 million; massacres/battles
0; epidemics/famines 58,000 (includes overwork); enslavement/removal NA;
SIPE .970; regime type: slave colony; country sources: Black (1983).
Kenya

First contact 1890; population first contact 3.500 million; massacres/battles
16,000 (1890-96 Nandi Resistance, 1952-60 Mau Mau Uprising); epidemics/famines
3,000 (1897-99 smallpox, 1941-42 plague, 1945-46 relapsing fever, 1954 typhoid); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .005; regime type: modern export
colony; country sources: Anderson (2005).
Madagascar

First contact 1883; population first contact 2.495 million; massacres/battles
47,300 (1883-96 Franco-Hova Wars, 1895-1903 Menalamba rebellion, 194749 Malagasy Uprising); epidemics/famines 14,000 (1924-25, 1933-37 plague);
enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .025; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Campbell (1991, 2005, ch. 6), Fremigacci (2007).
Malaysia

First contact 1874; population first contact 1.720 million; massacres/battles
11,036 (1948-57 Rebellion); epidemics/famines 0; enslavement/removal 0;
SIPE .006; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Tilman
(1966).
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Mali

First contact 1892; population first contact 2.116 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 15,000 (1921-22 relapsing fever); enslavement/removal
0; SIPE .007; regime type: modern export colony.
Malta

First contact 1798; population first contact 0.100 million; massacres/battles
0; epidemics/famines 4,486 (1813 plague); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE
.045; regime type: modern export colony.
Mexico

First contact 1492; population first contact 17.174 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 14,750,000 (1520-21 smallpox, 1545-48, 1576-78 cocoliztli ); enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .859; regime type: haciendas and
encomiendas; country sources: Acuna-Soto et al. (2002),Vågene et al. (2018).

Morocco

First contact 1840; population first contact 3.650 million; massacres/battles
22,500 (1859-60, 1907-11 Spanish-Moroccan Wars, 1911 Berber uprising,
1915-17, 1921-26 civil war and French intervention); epidemics/famines
17,040 (1911 plague, 1942-45 typhus); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .011;
regime type: modern export colony.
New Zealand

First contact 1814; population first contact 0.170 million; massacres/battles
3,000; epidemics/famines 125,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .753; regime
type: Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Chapple (2017), Anderson
(2017), Pool and Kukutai (2018).
Nicaragua

First contact 1502; population first contact 1.652 million; massacres/battles
391,000; epidemics/famines 450,000; enslavement/removal 350,000; SIPE
.721; regime type: haciendas and encomiendas; country sources: Newson
(1982).
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Niger

First contact 1899; population first contact 1.508 million; massacres/battles
1,459 (1898-99 Voulet-Chanoine expedition, 1902 Kounta War, 1916-17
Kaocen Rebellion); epidemics/ famines 20,000 (1913-14, 1931-32, 1942 famines);
enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .014; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Fuglestad (1974), Decalo (1997), Taithe (2009).
Nigeria

First contact 1861; population first contact 14.128 million; massacres/battles
2,430 (1897 British-South Nigerian War, 1897 Benin Expedition, 1901 AngloAro War, 1903 conquest of Kano and Sokoto, 1906 Sokoto uprising, 1918
Adubi War); epidemics/famines 26,493 (1930-35 smallpox, 1949-50 meningitis); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .002; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Falola and Heaton (2008, ch. 4).
Pakistan

First contact 1843; population first contact 17.975 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 1,078,000 (1791-92 famine); enslavement/removal
0; SIPE .060; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Grove
(2007).
Panama

First contact 1501; population first contact 0.800 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 720,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .900; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Aram (2008).
Paraguay

First contact 1537; population first contact 0.500 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 460,000; enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .920; regime
type: Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Garavaglia (1983), Reed (1995,
ch. 2), Ganson (2003, ch. 1).
Peru

First contact 1500; population first contact 9.000 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 8,330,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .926; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Cook (1981, 1982).
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Senegal

First contact 1817; population first contact 0.700 million; massacres/battles
350 (1825 Franco-Trarzan War, 1854-55 battles with Waalo, 1859 Battle
of Logandème); epidemics/famines 8,294 (1867, 1878, 1880-81, 1900 yellow fever, 1868, 1893 cholera, 1914-15 plague); enslavement/removal 0;
SIPE .012; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Echenberg (2002), Ngalamulume (2004).
Sierra Leone

First contact 1808; population first contact 0.800 million; massacres/battles
1600 (1898 Hut Tax War); epidemics/famines 285 (1829 smallpox); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .002; regime type: modern export colony; country
sources: Abraham (1974).
South Africa

First contact 1820; population first contact 2.096 million; massacres/battles
92,462 (1836-37 Boer-Ndebele War, 1838, 1876, 1906 British-Zulu Wars,
1846-47, 1850-52, 1877-78 British-Xhosa Wars, 1865-66 Seqiti War, 18991902 Second Boer War); epidemics/famines 7,949 (1882-85 smallpox, 190004 plague, 1906-14 tuberculosis); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .048; regime
type: modern export colony; country sources: 21 Omer-Cooper (1976), Marks
(1985).
Sri Lanka

First contact 1815; population first contact 1.225 million; massacres/battles
10,000 (1817-18 Uva Rebellion, 1848 Matale Rebellion); epidemics/famines
22,000 (1866-67, 1877 cholera); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .026; regime
type: modern export colony; country sources: Powell (1973).
Sudan

First contact 1896; population first contact 6.027 million; massacres/battles
18,000 (1896-99 Second British-Mahdi War); epidemics/famines 22,643 (192628 relapsing fever, 1926-31 meningitis, 1940 yellow fever); enslavement/removal
789; SIPE .007; regime type: modern export colony; country sources: Spaulding (1988).
21 Cape Colony (South Africa) First contact 1652; population first contact 0.025 million; massacres/battles NA; epidemics/famines 12,500 (1713, 1755, 1762 smallpox); enslavement/removal NA;
SIPE .500; regime type Jeffersonian farmers; country sources Guelke and Shell (1992), Dye and La Croix
(2017), La Croix (2018)
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Tanzania

First contact 1900; population first contact 4.995 million; massacres/battles
180,000 (1905-07 Maji Maji Rebellion); epidemics/famines 7,268; enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .037; regime type: modern export colony; country
sources: Schmidt (2010).
Togo

First contact 1884; population first contact 0.642 million; massacres/battles
800 (1896 conquest of Dagomba, 1897 conquest of Konkomba); epidemics/famines
0; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .001; regime type: modern export colony;
country sources: Kachim (2013).
Trinidad and Tobago

First contact 1498; population first contact 0.200 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines NA; enslavement/removal 160,000; SIPE .800; regime
type: slave colony; country sources: Newson (1976).
Tunisia

First contact 1850; population first contact 1.113 million; massacres/battles
1,800 (1881-82 post-Treaty of Bardo rebellions); epidemics/famines 61,000
(1849-50 cholera, 1868 typhus); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .056; regime
type: modern export colony; country sources: Broche (1996).
Uganda

First contact 1862; population first contact 3.543 million; massacres/battles
10,000 (conquest); epidemics/famines 18,000 [undercount] (1908 famine,
1926-31 plague); enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .008; regime type: modern
export colony; country sources: Doyle (2006).
Uruguay

First contact 1516; population first contact 0.024 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 14,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .583; regime
type: Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Sans (2011).
USA

First contact 1524; population first contact 3.590 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/famines 3,231,000; enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .511; regime
type: Jeffersonian farmers; country sources: Thornton (1987), Saunt (2004).
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Venezuela

First contact 1500; population first contact 1.000 million; massacres/battles
NA; epidemics/diseases 750,000; enslavement/removal NA; SIPE .750; regime
type: haciendas and encomiendas.
Vietnam

First contact 1858; population first contact 9.574 million; massacres/battles
316,100 [undercount] (1858-62, 1873-74, 1882-84 Franco-Vietnamese Wars,
1930-31 Yen Bai Uprising, 1946-54 French-Indochina War); epidemics/famines
251,018 (1911 plague; 1944-45 famine); enslavement/removal 0; SIPE .059;
regime type: modern export colony.
Figure B1. Log population in 1500 from Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson(2001) versus our
measure of population at first contact. Blue line is a non-parametric smooth, with 95%
confidence interval in grey.

